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I. INTRODUCTIOX 
An important concept for the approximation of the elements of a general 
class of functions B by those beionging to a finite-dimensional linear manifold 
J& is the n-width of W. This concept was introduced by Kolmogorov [I] 
(also see G. Lorentz’ survey article [2]), and the n-width of several important 
classes was calculated or estimated by’ Kolmogorov and several other authors 
(for bibliography on this subject see [2]). If X is a normed linear space, 9, 
,X are subsets of X, E(9, A) denotes the distance of W from M in X, and 
JIT, is the family of n-dimensional subspaces of X then the n-width of g in X 
is defined as 
If the lower bound is attained for A.+ EMU we may call ,n”e, an optimal 
n-dimensional approximating manifold of the class 9?. If we ask to find a 
subspace JS’& of the smallest possible dimension such that 
for a given 6 > 0 then .4& = A* is a solution if 6 = d,(S) < d,-l(B?). 
However, no A8 of finite dimension may exist for which (2) is satisfied and 
the notion of a subspace of smallest dimension is then meaningless. We 
replace it by a concept which applies to infinite-dimensional subspaces in 
the case where X is a Hilbert space SF. 
Let Al, &Zz be subspaces of R (closed linear manifolds) and let &Z1’ 
denote the orthogonal complement of JC&‘~. We shall say &I is narrower than 
AZ and write J&‘~ << JZ* if Ml’ n J&C’s # 0. This relation is not an order, but 
it has the following desirable properties. Ml Q 4.. if JJ?‘~ is a proper subspace 
of J?!~ ; or if A1 is a proper subspace of 4 and J?’ < J&‘* ; or if JZ is a proper 
subspace of .N.. and JZ1 < JS?‘. Also, A1 << J&‘~ if dim M1 < dim J&‘* ; or if 
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codim J?, > codim ~%s ; or if dim &i < dim J?’ and J#Z < Aa, etc. Also, 
JZi<-k‘aif&i=&+&i’, As =Jk’+& k’a’(direct sums)and dim&i’ <dimA;. 
The problem of finding a subspace A8 of smallest dimension for which 
(2) holds is now replaced by that of finding a narrowest A8 ; in other words, 
to find a subspace J& such that for any subspace J? << -J& we have 
E(9, ~2’) > 6, while R(W, .A8) < 6. W e solve this problem for the case 
where 9 is an ellipsoid, and then find optimal approximating manifolds in 
various special cases. 
2. THE ~UAIN RESULTS 
Let (f, g) denote the inner product in the complex Hilbert space &‘, 
/lfll = (f,f)‘l” the norm, E(%, J%‘) = supzew inf,,, 11 x - y 11 the distance 
between subsets. Let 9? be the ellipsoid defined by 
a’ = lf~@R) : (W,,) < 11, (3) 
where R is a self-adjoint, not necessarily bounded, linear operator on 2 
with domain 9(R), which is nonnegative (i.e., (Rfif) > 0 for all f E B(R)). 
Let S be a positive number and J%’ a subspace such that 
E(B, 4) < s. (4) 
We then say A’ is an S-approximating manifold of .9 and write Na = Jr/-,(g) 
for the family of S-approximating manifolds. We will show that Ma has a 
narrowest element JZ?, . Clearly, this &‘a should be called an optimal 
S-approximating manifold of 9. 
Let h + E(A) be the spectral measure of R that is continuous from the 
left. The projectors E(X) are 0 for h < 0 since R is nonnegative. By &(A) we 
denote the subspace which is the range of E(X). We now state the main result. 
THEOREM 1. E(W, ~2’) < S if J.@ = &(F), while E(92, J&‘) > 6 if 
“4M < 6@(S-2). 
PROOF. We write &* for &(S2) and assert that 8* n W contains the set 
{.fE g* : llfll G 3. (5) 
Indeed if (5) holds then 
v?fLff) = s:-” Ad/l E(V) II2 < e2 Ilfll” = 1. 
i.e., f E 99. Thus if JY < &‘.+ and f0 E &!I n G?* , llfa II = 6, then f0 E 9 and 
E(f, ,A) = lif0 11 = 6. Therefore, E(9, &Y) > 6. 
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On the other hand,for any f ~9 
EYf> 8*) = Ilf - W2)f /I2 = jYd2 d II W)fl12 
< 62 s co 8-2 XdllE(X)fll” <a2 
and therefore, 
E(B’, &*) = SUPp&( f, 8*) < 6 
and the theorem is proved. 
We state a slightly sharper result in the following 
THEOREM 2. E(B?, cF(S-~)) = 6 if and only if S-2 is in the spectrum of R. 
In this case, E(9, A) > 6 if A? < 8’(Sm2). 
PROOF. We write again 6’.+ for &Sz). If 6 is not in the spectrum then 
&SF”) = 6.+ for some 6, < 6 and by Theorem 1 
If S-2 is in the spectrum then it is readily seen that CF.+ < &((S - l )-“) for 
every E > 0. Thus E(9?, CF.+) > 6 - E, and if follows that E(PX, 8’) = S. Now 
assume S2 is in the spectrum and A < 8.+ . If there was no E > 0 such that 
A@’ < 6((S + E)-~), the intersection of .k!‘l with each &((S + c)-“) would 
be 0, and this would also be true of the intersection of A’ and 6.+ , since the 
spectral measure is assumed continuous from the left. But this contradicts 
A < c?.+ . Therefore, A << Q((S + c)-“) for some E > 0, and E(%‘, A) > 
s+c>s. 
COROLLARY. If S-2 is in the continuous spectrum of R then E(B, A?) > 6 
for any finite-dimensional subspace 4. If 0 is in the continuous spectrum then 
E(99, A) = co for any finite-dimensional 4. 
The proof is an immediate consequence of Theorem 2 and the fact that 
&(S-2 + <)(6(e) respectively) is co-dimensional if E > 0. 
Thus, if R has any continuous spectrum there exists no sequence of 
finite-dimensional subspaces Aj such that E(.!Z, J&) + 0. 
3. CASE OF PERIODIC FUNCTIONS 
Let Z be the space gz of square-integrable functions of period 2n, with 
the inner product 
409:3-9 
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For the fixed integer p > 1 consider the subset 8 of functions f having 
derivatives Df, . . . . D”f in 5?“, , with 
Let B be the operator (-l)PD2p whose domain are the functions f with 
continuous derivatives Df, .,., D2pf. Clearly, 
for f in the domain of B. The Friedrichs closure B of B is self-adjoint [6], 
nonnegative, and the set 
is dense in &, so that E(&, , A’) = E(&, A?‘) for any A’. 
B has a pure point spectrum with eigenvalues A, = k*P (K = 0, 1, 2, . ..). 
A, = 0 is simple and 1 is a corresponding eigenfunction. The other A, are 
of multiplicity 2, and cos kc, sin kx are corresponding eigenfunctions. If 
gk is the subspace of trigonometric polynomials spanned by 1, cos x, sin x, 
. . . . cos kx, sin Kx then, by Theorem 2, E(&, s+,) = n-p (n = 1,2, . ..). and 
E(.&, A’) > n-p if A’ < gn-l . By Theorem 1 E(g, A’) 3 n-p if .M < $n . 
Thus, in particular if dim A&’ < 2n then E(&, &) > n-p, and therefore the 
(2n - 1)-width of .& is 
d2n-,(&) = n--B (n = 1,2, . ..) 
while there is no result for d,,(B). The corresponding optimal (2n - l)- 
dimensional approximating manifold is >,+i . 
4. THE EXAMPLE OF KOLMOGOROV 
Let Z be the space 9s of square-integrable functions on a ,( x < b with 
the inner product (f, g) = j-i f(x)g( ) x dx. Consider, for p 3 1, the subset 
&’ of functions f having derivatives Df, . . . . Dpf in -Eo, , with I/ Dpf I( < 1. 
Kolmogorov calculated the widths d,(g)(n = 1,2, . ..). 
Let B be the operator ( -1)9D2p whose domain are the functions f with 
continuous derivatives Df, . . . . D2pf for which 
D”f(u) = 0.. = D7@-lf(a) = 0 
Dpf(6) = ... = DQ-tf(b) = 0. 
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Clearly, 
(W,f) = II Pfll” 
for f in the domain of B. The Friedrichs closure fi of B is self-adjoint non- 
negative, and the set 
L4Yo = (f&qB) : (Bf,f) < l] 
is dense in S# so that E(B, A) = E(%T’, J&T’) for any JY. 
B has a pure point spectrum with eigenvalues 0 = A, < A, < A, < .**. 
Each Xi (i > 1) is simple; let & be a corresponding eigenfunction. The 
eigenvalue 0 is of multiplicity p, the corresponding eigenmanifold is .YD-r 
whose elements are the polynomials of degree <p - 1. By Theorem 1 we 
have, for 0 < 6-a < A, , E(S’, ~4’) 3 6 if A < PD’,-r , that is, E(B, A!) = co 
if there is a nonzero polynomial of degree <p - 1 that is orthogonal to A!. 
This is the case if .A’ is of dimension <p, but also for some infinite- 
dimensional A’; for example, if s” f(x) Czx = 0 for every f E A'. 
If 8i (; > 0) is the subspace of dymension p + i spanned by the polynomials 
of degree <p - 1 together with+, , . . . . +i then by Theorem 2, E(L@, c?J = A;:? 
and E(B, A’) > X;:i” if A’ < gi. By Theorem I, E(SY, A%‘) 2 A$ if 
.kff < &+I . Thus, in particular, if .A%’ is of dimension p + i then 
E(B, Jff) 3 A;;/” , 
and the lower bound is attained for A%’ = G?~ . We have proved Kolmogorov’s 
result [I]: 
d,(B) = co if n<P 
= h,-::2_n if n 3p. 
4. AN INFINITE-DIMENSIONAL CASE 
Let S be the space 9a of square-integrable functions on --co < x < co, 
with the inner product (f, g) = s_“, f(x)gF) dx. Consider the subset 
Y = !fE ~2'~ : j"a x2 If(x) I2 dx < 11 . 
-30 
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is self-adjoint, nonnegative, and the set 
3 = {f~=wq : (Sf,f) =G 1) 
is dense in 9, so that E(Y, 4) = E(YO ,A%‘) for any A&‘. 
The spectrum of S consists of the numbers h 2 0 and its spectral measure 
is given by (see, for example, Stone [3]) 
E@lf(x) = f(x), for j x 1 < Al’2 
= 0, for 1 x 1 > x1/2. 
Thus if Z2,, denotes the class of square-integrable functions with support 
in -p < x < p, then by Theorem 2, E(Yo , Z..,,) = p--r, while E(YO, J&‘) > p-l 
ifA<Z2,,. We have proved: The space LzZ&~ is an optimal 6-approxi- 
mating manijold of 9 in the sense that the approximation error for a subspace A’ 
is larger than 6 sf there is a nontrivial function in LL?‘~,~-~ which is orthogonal 
to A!. If A’ is$nite-dimensional then E(9, A) = CO. 
5. ANOTHER INFINITE-DIMENSIONAL CASE 
Let 2 be the_ space of square-integrable functions on --co < x < co, A 
now denoted as 9a Consider the subset 9’ of absolutely continuous func- 
tions p with square-integrable derivative f’ for which IIf’ I/ < 1: 
We use the Fourier-Plancherel transform defined by 
to map &a isometrically onto 9a . Then &’ is mapped onto the set 9’ of 
Section 4. The space gz,, which is mapped onto the space Z2,, of Section 4 is 
. A 
that IS, ,Itpz,, is the Wiener-Paley class ?‘$[4] of entire functions p of ex- 
ponential type, exponent < p, je 5Yz . 
Frn the results of Section 4 we conclude E(&, wD) = p-l, while 
E(L%‘, A’) > p-l if J&’ < ?Y$ . We have proved: *The Wiener-Paley class 
W&I is an optimal S-approximating manifold of 9’ in the sense that the 
approximation error for a subspace A! is larger than 6 if there is a nontrivial 
function in “tys-~ which is orthogonal to A?. If .A’ is finite-dimensional then 
E(& ~4’) = co. 
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6. A ~-DIMENSIONAL CASE 
Let now 2 be the space S?a of square-integrable functions on the disc 
9 : x2 + ya < 1, with the inner product ( f, g) = js,fg dx dy. The subset 
to be considered is 
Let V be the Laplace operator--d restricted to functions f with continuous 
second order derivatives whose normal derivative vanishes at the boundary 
8.9. Clearly 
for f E B(V). The Friedrichs closure P of I’ is self-adjoint, nonnegative, 
and the set 
is dense in ‘?Y 
a has a pure point spectrum (see, for example, [5]) with eigenvalues 
0 = A, < A, < A2 < ..-. h, = 0 is simple and I is a corresponding eigen- 
function. The eigenvalues X, (K > 1) are the numbers pz,, arranged in 
increasing order. Here pn,nL is the mth positive zero of the function Jn’ 
(n = 0, 1, . ..). and P:,~ is a simple eigenvalue if n = 0, and has multiplicity 
2 if n > 1. The eigenfunction belonging to p&l is J&J,-,~Y), those belonging 
to P:,~ (n > 1) are Jn (P~,~Y) cos n 0 and J&I~,~~Y) sin n 0, where x = Y cos 0, 
y = r sin 0. We conclude from Theorems 1 and 2 that if N is the number of 
eigenfunctions belonging to h, , h, , . . . . h,-, , then dN(V) = hi112, and the 
manifold spanned by these eigenfunctions is an optimal approximating 
manifold of V of dimension N. For example, the optimal S-dimensional 
manifold is spanned by 1, Jl(pl,lr) cos 0, Jl(pl,lr) sin 8, J2(p2,g) cos 28, 
J2(& sin 20, Jo(p,,2~), J3(p3,1~) cos 38, J&J~,~T) sin 30. It is interesting to 
observe the order in which the eigenfunctions come up. 
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